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MEMORANDUM 
 
D+ SHARE Calculations November 13, 2020 
 
To: Sue McCormick 
 
From: Bart Foster 
 
The intent of this memorandum is to document the process we have used to compute the 
individual FY 2022 Sewer SHARE allocations for the Member Partners in the D+ Customer 
Class. Through the deliberative process undertaken via the Outreach process, the “Think Tank” 
collaboratively established a recommended new SHAREs methodology proposed to be 
implemented with the FY 2022 wholesale sewer charges.  That process largely focused on 
establishing a methodology to determine SHAREs for the metered wholesale communities and 
the D+ customer class at large. The Think Tank’s recommended methodology was set forth in 
a collaboratively authored memorandum dated October 20, 2020. As noted in that 
memorandum, the Think Tank did not focus on ways to allocate responsibility to individual 
D+ communities – leaving that for GLWA to address. 
 
Background 
The original SHAREs established via the Rate Simplification Initiative resulted in the FY 2015 
wholesale sewer charges. These SHAREs were determined based on flow volume data from 
FY 2008 through 2012. Calculations of SHAREs for the master metered communities were 
based on the master meter data. Calculation of SHAREs for the “D+” customer class at large 
was based on total flow reported for the System, less the master metered data, less an assumed 
amount of “common1” non-sanitary flow volume. The flow balance protocol utilized for the 
original SHARE calculations did not contain sufficient verifiable data to isolate non-sanitary 
flow volumes for individual D+ communities, nor was any analysis available to identify which 
D+ communities should receive reductions related to the “common” flow assumptions.  
Therefore each D+ community was assigned relative responsibility for the D+ customer class 
SHARE based on the relative revenue common to all revenue requirements they were then 
paying under the FY 2014 wholesales sewer charges. 
 
This process was extended to the second SHARE period, which was originally implemented 
with the FY 2018 wholesale sewer charges. Those SHAREs (which are still in effect) were 
determined based on flow volume data from FY 2013 through 2016. The same basic process 

                                                
1 The concepts of “Common” or “Regional” flow have been used interchangeably in recent discussions regarding 
SHAREs. The terms refer to the portion of flow volume generated within the D+ area that should be recognized 
as a System responsibility and not included in SHARE and charge determination for any specific Member Partner. 
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was executed, and the same challenges existed with respect to isolating individual D+ 
community non-sanitary flows and the “source” of the common non-sanitary flows.  Again, 
each D+ community was assigned relative responsibility for the D+ customer class SHARE 
based on the original FY 2014 allocation. 
  
Recommended FY 2022 SHAREs 
As noted earlier, the Think Tank has established a recommended methodology for determining 
future SHAREs via a simplified process.  The new methodology still focusses heavily on flow 
volumes, and the recommended FY 2022 SHAREs are based on flow volume data for a seven 
year period from FY 2013 through 2019. The flow balance protocol remains the same, and the 
same challenges exist with respect to isolating individual D+ community non-sanitary flows 
and the “source” of the common non-sanitary flows.   The recommendation from the Think 
Tank is to assign 50% of all non-sanitary flow from the D+ area as “Common” for purposes of 
calculating SHAREs. 
 
The results summary on page 6 of the Think Tank memorandum indicates a reduction in the 
proposed “All In” SHARE for the D+ customer class at large from 44.894% to 44.639%, which 
equates to a decrease of approximately 0.6% of allocated revenue requirements.  Our 
assignment is to allocate the 44.639% D+ share to individual D+ Member Partners based on 
the best available, verifiable information we have.  
 
One significant data change within the D+ communities is the estimate of sanitary flow 
volumes from Highland Park.  We’ll not elaborate on the specifics2, but as part of the flow 
balance analysis for FYs 2017 through 2019, the estimated annual sanitary volumes for 
Highland Park were reduced by approximately 60,000 Mcf. This, in part, was a contributing 
factor to the small decrease in the SHARE for the D+ customer class at large.  Highland Park’s 
sanitary flow estimate for purposes of SHARE calculations was based solely on the three most 
recent years (instead of seven) in order to honor the new verified data. We believe it is 
appropriate to reflect this fact in the allocation of D+ SHAREs, while still acknowledging that 
we still do not possess any new, more accurate, verifiable data with which to assign individual 
D+ community non-sanitary flows and the “source” of the common non-sanitary flows. 
 
Our recommended approach to establishing individual SHAREs for the D+ customer class 
consists of three simple steps: 
 
Step 1: Recompute the original FY 2014 D+ allocation to reflect a shift in 60,000 Mcf of 
Highland Park dry weather flow contribution from sanitary to Dry Weather Infiltration. This 
is illustrated in the table below.  Under the methodology then in place Highland Park’s 
hypothetically calculated share of treatment and conveyance costs within the D+ customer 
class would have been reduced from 2.928% to 2.633%. The calculated share of treatment and 
conveyance costs for all other D+ communities would increase slightly. Share of the 
“Wholesale Only and CSO cost pools would not be impacted. 

                                                
2 This overall topic was reviewed at length with the Wastewater Analytics Task Force (WATF). 
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Step 2: Use the recalculated treatment / conveyance D+ allocation factors from Step 1 as the 
basis for allocating the same cost pools in the updated, simplified methodology3. Maintain the 
relative CSO allocation factors dictated by existing legal agreements. The resulting D+ 
allocation factors are shown in the first three columns of the table below.  
 

 
 
Step 3: Use the new D+ allocation factors to assign responsibility for the total D+ SHAREs 
for each cost pool established by the Think Tank memorandum. These calculations are shown 
in the last three columns of the table above.  
 
The results of this analysis are then used to consolidate the D+ communities into the overall 
impact summary table that was originally contained in the Think Tank memorandum.  We can 
then append the original impact summary to match that shown below. The D+ Member 
Partners are highlighted in the table. 

                                                
3 Note that the “Wholesale Only” Cost Pool is not maintained in the new methodology.  
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Our recommended approach results in a reduction in Highland Park’s share of approximately 
6.4% compared to the overall D+ reduction of 0.6%. This reflects the new data regarding 
Highland Park’s sanitary flow volume contribution.  The individual impacts on all other D+ 
communities are closer to the class average reduction of 0.6%. Differences are largely 
associated with relative CSO cost pool responsibility compared to the average, and to the fact 
that the new methodology eliminates the “Wholesale Only” cost pool, which results in a 
slightly larger reduction for the suburban D+ customers than the Detroit customers. 
 
We firmly believe that this approach is the most reasonable method to address the verified 
reduction in Highland Park sanitary volumes while acknowledging the lack of information with 
which to allocate responsibility for D+ non-sanitary volumes, including those volumes treated 
as “common” and those remaining volumes assigned to the class. 
 
We are prepared to discuss this matter at your convenience. 


